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Mykonos
by Sheree Commerford 
FOUNDER AND CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF CAPTAIN AND THE GYPSY KID

WHAT TO EXPECT 
The beach-club culture is a huge 
part of the lifestyle in Mykonos – 
there’s a good reason it’s called 
the St Tropez of Greece. Visit 
Nammos for a hit of glamour, 
and Scorpios, which overlooks 
beautiful Paraga Beach. While 
you’re at Scorpios, grab a beach 
bed on Nomad’s Terrace. Here, 
sunset drinks feel more like 
hanging out at a rich friend’s 
villa than at a tourist hotspot.

WHERE TO STAY 
San Giorgio Hotel is a relatively 
new addition to the Mykonos 
scene, but it’s already cemented 
its position as the island’s most 
stylish destination. A Greek take 
on bohemian luxury that feels less 
like holiday accommodation and 
more like the way you wish your 
bedroom looked, each one of the 
32 rooms is simple and beautiful. 
But if you get bored of lounging 
in the hammock on your private 
terrace, the pool makes for great 
company, as does the restaurant, 
where organic, local and fresh 
ingredients take centrestage. 

WHERE TO EAT 
Early evenings are best spent getting lost in the 
streets of Mykonos Town. Pick up a souvlaki to 
tide you over to dinner, before wandering down 
to one of the many bars for a drink in Little Venice, 
where the soundtrack to your aperitif is the water 
lapping at the stone walls. Dinner is typically eaten at around 10pm 
(or later!), so head over to picturesque Goumenio Square after 
sunset and find Familia – the restaurant’s fresh fish and pasta are 
to die for, as is the pretty canopy of bougainvillea that hangs from 
the open roof of the outdoor terrace. Then there’s Spilia, in Hotel 
Anastasia Village. If you only eat one thing, make it the lobster pasta.

WHERE TO 
GET A GREAT 
PINA COLADA
SAN GIORGIO HOTEL 
Theirs is made 
with coconut water 
instead of the usual 
cream, which 
is obviously genius.
NAMMOS A twist on 
the standard recipe 
(hint: the not-so-secret 
ingredient is mango). 
CAPRICE BAR Creamy 
goodness for fans of 
the traditional version. 
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WHERE TO SHOP 
Tucked into one of the many streets that overlook the Old Port 
of Mykonos City, Linea Piu is the place to snap up new-season 
Chanel. In fact, there’s a whole room devoted to it, plus plenty 
of Blumarine, Tom Ford and Christopher Kane. Wind your way 
down towards the waterfront and you’ll come across Mykonos 
Sandals – great for locally made footwear in classic Greek styles 
– and my favourite store in town, Salachas, which is packed 
with beautiful dresses, cotton muslin shirts and kids’ clothing.

BEST DAY TRIP
Drive to Agios Sostis Beach, an easy 15 
minutes across the island, and you’ll find 
untouched sand and crystal-clear water  
at your feet. The drive across the island is 
beautiful and the best way to see the rocky 
landscape, and the short distance means 
there’s plenty of time to sun worship before 
you join the queue for lunch at nearby 
Kiki’s Tavern. A family-owned restaurant 
perched on the hill overlooking the beach, 
it doesn’t take reservations but the wait 
in line is fun – the owner may treat you 
to a glass or two of rosé. #

SHEREE’S TIP: 
“DON’T WASTE TIME LOOKING FOR A DAY SPA 
WHEN THE AEGEAN SEA IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL!” 
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A multi-tasker that doubles as 
a conditioner while I’m on the road. 
LuxeOil Keratin Restore Mask, $38, 
Wella System Professional, 1300 889 886

This is great for 
repairing sun-
damaged hair, and 
it’s travel-sized. 
LuxeOil 
Reconstructive 
Elixir, $45,  
Wella System 
Professional,  
1300 889 886

These were made for 
navigating cobblestone streets. 
Espadrilles, $99, Soludos, 
soludos.com

Denim cut-offs for heading 
from the lounge to dinner. 
Shorts, $99, One 
By One Teaspoon, 
oneteaspoon.com.au

Big shades are a must at the beach clubs. 
Sunglasses, $595, Loewe,  
net-a-porter.com

Sheree’s Mykonos essentials
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